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Abstract

Issue addressed: One of the biggest concerns for human health in the 21st century is the ever-increasing rate of obesity and its associated budgetary implications for publicly funded health care service provisioning. This study at the outset explores the multifaceted nature of food-related consumption choices and outcomes of obesity, and later offers suggestions to improve the existing interventional strategies to curtail the epidemic.

Methods: A total of 24 participants were recruited through poster invitations placed around the greater metropolitan area of Auckland, New Zealand. Participants shared their health care intervention program experiences through in-depth, semi-structured interviews. Data were analysed in keeping with traditions of constructivist grounded theory.

Findings: Analysis revealed various concurrent individually acting and ecologically mediated processes which led to obesogenic outcomes as a result of social actors’ (participants) engagement in acts of (food-related) consumption practices.

Conclusions: This study helps to illustrate the underlying, multifaceted processes that lead to obese individuals feeling defeated or disempowered and categorically willing, yet unable to bring about healthy changes in their lives. We hope this study will prompt health care practitioners to take a holistic approach while conceiving and deploying health care intervention programs.

So what?: Current health care interventional programs are not achieving optimum solutions for those in need. All future programs need to acknowledge the roles played by an individual, as well as ecological factors, while deploying client-centric intervention solutions. Perhaps these programs are in need of a team-based approach to offer a truly “wrap-around” service provisioning strategy, rather than the traditional one-on-one consultative approaches in use at current times.
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Health care intervention programs designed to assist in resolving issues of obesity management (weight loss programs) have become a worldwide industry. The industry is expected to become a $200 billion industry by the end of 2020. Although the number of individuals participating in these programs has grown significantly, the upsurges in obesity rates do not show any signs of slowing down. These programs are generally sought by individuals seeking control on the quality of life indicators such as improved life expectancy, self-reported health status, and self-reported mental and emotional well-being. These programs are mostly designed and delivered, by skilled professionals such as doctors, nutritionists, pharmacists, naturopaths, fitness consultants and dieticians, to name a few. The programs are deployed as combinations of one-on-one consultations, meal-replacement strategies and suggestions for engaging in varying degrees of physical activity.

It is well documented that some of the challenges associated with current patterns of food consumption and the consequences of obesity go beyond the needs of satiation of hunger. As a case in point, years of research and investment in health-promotive programs have had limited success in curtailing the growing obesity epidemic. As a case in point, at 12 months, a randomised trial of low-fat and low-carbohydrate meal replacement program resulted in participants losing no more than 2%-4% of their body weight, with some participants losing very minimal amounts. This enduring challenge of obesity cannot be simply viewed as an individual or communal issue; it has far-reaching consequences for the socio-economic fabric of many nations. Some of the immediate concerns pertain to the resultant loss of productivity and the net impact on publicly funded health care expenditures of an economy.

More and more obese individuals are actively engaging with a range of health care intervention programs to remedy the status quo, but they often fail to achieve healthy changes in their lives. These individuals seem more like defeated (disempowered) entities as they seem to have given up on their quest for a better quality of life. The "Foresight Obesity Project" has previously outlined how exploring the obesity epidemic could be a monumental challenge in itself. Yet this study wanted to capture the lived experiences of participants as they embarked on their personal journeys towards healthy living with the help of interventional programs.

Studies show most intervention programs demonstrate high to moderate dropout rates or disengagement rates. It is observed that during the initial stages of such programs individuals tend to lose modest amounts of weight; however, these individuals do not remain engaged in the programs long enough to achieve their desired outcomes (ie weight loss). Most commercially offered intervention programs put the onus on individuals to make the required behavioural changes for achieving healthy outcomes. This means most programs rely on commitments at the individual level for an optimal outcome. In addition, studies have shown interventions that depend solely on an individual's willpower (self-discipline) are destined to fail, owing to a variety of psychological, socio-economic, cultural and physiological causes.

This grounded theory-based research enquiry was initiated to explore the multi-level complexities associated with obesity management, particularly for those individuals who were willingly engaged in health care intervention programs, yet were having limited success for their efforts. The fundamental research question guiding this study was: How do individuals experience and negotiate food-related consumption choices and associated obesogenic outcomes within the context of health care intervention programs?

Our findings suggest a variety of individual as well as ecological mediators of obesity work in tandem to produce the resultant outcomes and hence were beyond the realm of individual willpower alone. Our results suggest many of these multi-level mediators, in fact, are so intertwined in an individual's routine life, that unpacking them en route to solution-seeking remains a challenge in itself. We propose future delivery of any intervention program needs to take a holistic view of the challenges faced by each seeking assistance and perhaps needs to customise the program to fit individual needs. Our results categorically showed obesogenic consequences, as an outcome of food-related consumption practices, eventually gave rise to pronounced feelings of vulnerability and a sense of helplessness for most study participants. The narratives suggest no matter how hard participants tried to make healthy changes to their lifestyles (through interventions), their efforts either yielded limited success or resulted in further weight gain, giving rise to pronounced feelings of perpetual entrapment. These findings were particularly helpful in outlining a key set of recommendations for practitioners engaged in designing and delivering intervention programs.

2 | METHODS

The constructivist grounded theory was deployed in this study, which allowed for a fully immersive data-gathering experience during interview sessions with participants. It offered a unique opportunity for the research team and participants to co-create various open-ended experiences (or episodes) of knowledge sharing. This version of grounded theory also encourages the researcher to become part of the induction-abduction-deduction process, where the knowledge always remains a co-created outcome. The research team comprised three researchers who were assigned different roles within the project. The data were collected, transcribed and coded by the team leader. Later on, the line-by-line analysis was done as a team, usually through note (memo) sharing during face-to-face or Skype meetings over a period of 2 years. The methodology, as well as the method, worked well with the relativist ontological stance of the lead researcher.

Study participants were considered for inclusion based on two specific criteria: (a) participants had previously engaged with or were currently engaged with health care intervention programs; and (b) participants were willing to articulate their experiences in written and spoken English during interview sessions. In total, 24 participants (13 female and 11 male) were interviewed over a period of 18 months. The youngest participant was 21 years old, and the
oldest was just over 60 years old, and participants had come from all walks of life. Obese outcomes were as much an issue for economically well-off as well as for those participants who were living in low-income communities within the city. Most of them were residing within the greater metropolitan region of Auckland, New Zealand. Auckland is a multi-cultural and multi-ethnic city, so each participant had a different story to share. Participant confidentiality was maintained via assigning pseudonyms to all participants.

After ethics approval was granted by the Human Research Ethics Committee (University of Waikato), the immediate sampling strategy focused on recruiting a purposive sample, participants were invited to take part in a research interview through poster advertisements. The research interviews were initially guided by a set of predetermined themes, which were approved by the ethics committee. As the interview processes evolved, new themes were added to the interview guide. Intense interviewing is one of the preferred methods for data collection in constructivist grounded theory. The method promotes an in-depth and often intimate discussion of the participant’s experiences which goes beyond the normal limits of conversational etiquette. Intense interviewing can be classified as an interaction which is controlled, flexible, emergent, co-created and designed to elicit deep-seated insights from the participant.Each interview began after participant’s signed a consent form. Following interviews, interview data were transcribed, transcript accuracy was validated by participants, coding and memo writing were completed, and data analysis conducted through a process of constant comparison. Memo writing was initiated from the outset of the enquiry and continued until analysis was completed. Memos were intermittently shared and discussed with the entire team to seek opinions and feedback regarding the authenticity of the sociological processes that were emerging from the data.

The focus of data analysis was to illustrate the underlying social processes that captured food-related consumption choices, as well as how participants were re-living (or describing) the episodes of their subsequent engagements with health care intervention programs. Interview transcripts were coded line-by-line using gerunds as dictated by standard practice for coding under the tradition of constructivist grounded theory. This led to substantive or open coding, through which concepts, dimensions and properties of raw data were revealed. This process was continued until theoretical saturation was achieved. The process of coding and analysis was greatly assisted by data management software NVivo. To ensure credibility that study claims were factual and derived from the data, we consistently used participant narratives in determining and presenting the findings. After each interview, participants were given an opportunity to review the transcripts, which was done to make sure that the interview had in fact captured the narratives in their totality.

3 | RESULTS

The findings of this study are essentially comprised of six major processes: competing priorities, migration, feelings of vulnerability, socio-cultural normativity, pervasive food marketing and intervention setbacks. These six processes collectively lead to feelings of helplessness for most study participants. The findings are organised in a way to initially outline three major processes which influenced consumption choices not only at an individual level but also at an ecological level. The remaining three major processes demonstrated through ecological influences alone, collectively leading to feelings of perpetual entrapment. The subtle differences between individually acting and ecologically mediated processes can be explained better by contextualising them with the help of a participant narrative. The case of Alwyna demonstrates these subtle differences by highlighting how she was affected at an individual level as well as at an ecological level (Table 1).

It is evident that these simultaneously acting processes were able to entrap Alwyna into a pattern of a repeated cycle of excessive food consumption she could not walk away from. The subsequent discussion will summarise all of the major processes and sub-processes with the help of participant narratives, starting with the three major processes and sub-processes that had influence at both individual and ecological levels.

3.1 | Competing priorities

Competing priorities outlines the processes that make it difficult for individuals to prioritise personal health over other competing urgencies in life which sometimes subsumed the mental and physical resources needed for achieving personal health and well-being. Findings showed that for many individuals, prioritising personal health and well-being over everything else in their lives was not an easy task. This major process is elaborated further with the help of three distinct sub-processes: ease of access, socio-economic pressures and stressful lives.

Ease of access to foods was discussed by a few participants who noted the impact that their busy lifestyles and their consistent access to abundant food sources had on their health. This ease of access, when coupled with other stressors in life, made for situations that were even more counterproductive to health and well-being. In addition, it was not just the ease of access, but also a lack thereof that was a contributing factor to ill health. The sub-process of socio-economic pressures represents externally driven stressors which had a significant impact on family meal choices. Many participants noted that often when there was a shortfall in resources needed (funds) to procure food, the healthiness of food ceased to be a priority in their consumption choices. A few of the participants also explained that buying unhealthy foods was much more economical than buying healthy foods such as fresh fruit and vegetables, but they still bought more economical, unhealthy foods knowing full well that the consequences of those choices for their health and well-being. Socio-economic triggers of consumption choices and consequences of obesity have been studied for more than two decades. In fact, studies have shown socio-economic status can lead to fractured ability to make
Healthy consumption choices and seemingly has intergenerational consequences. The third sub-process of stressful lives describes how a lack of time to focus on healthy consumption choices put participants in situations that were counterproductive to their own health. Rodney, a single father, described how a departmental promotion put him in a stressful team environment that proved to be detrimental to his health.

"When I started working at night-time ... I did three shifts a week, and it was night school, and I was out of the house from four o'clock [p.m.] until about eight o'clock [p.m.]. So I didn't know when to eat my dinner ... So I would eat the dinner before I would go to work at four o'clock in the afternoon ... But when I came home, I was absolutely starving, so I was eating the leftovers."

Stress in itself causes the human body to prepare for a flight or fight response, and in so doing, the body stores every bit of energy it consumes, generally as fat cells, for when it might be needed for survival in times of uncertainty. This efficient storage of energy is the precursor for weight gain and subsequent obesity. Our findings suggest living a healthy lifestyle is not as easy as it seems when it is a balancing act to prioritise health over everything else in life. There are a variety of individual and circumstantial stressors that eat away at the very resources individuals need to look after themselves. Data analysis further revealed yet another issue closely connected to altered food-related consumption practices titled: migration.

3.2 Migration

Migration processes in this study are elaborated further by two distinct sub-processes: migrating to new foods and overwhelming new foods. Migrating to new foods describes the experiences of participants who moved countries in recent years and upon arrival, found the abundance of food sources interesting, perhaps alluring, and in time, overpowering. Kamini’s experience (a British migrant to New Zealand) offered a first-hand glimpse into the struggles of post-migration weight gain.

"[When] I came to New Zealand in 2008, I was 79 kg. [She is currently 109 kg] … We didn’t really eat [any] kind of takeaway food—that was actually quite expensive … [out here] we got the leaflets … $20 for three pizzas and fries and garlic bread. We were like, that’s like 10 pounds [sterling] … We lived in England there wasn’t really that availability. (Kamini, F-38)

Her initial excitement of having easy access to processed foods, just a phone call away, and without a hefty price tag, died down over a couple of years, once she started noticing her increasing waistline. The ever-increasing mobility of populations across the world in recent years, either by choice (migration) or by force (seeking refuge), is certainly having an impact on migrant health status. The study describes how lack of time to focus on healthy consumption choices put participants in situations that were counterproductive to their own health. Rodney, a single father, described how a departmental promotion put him in a stressful team environment that proved to be detrimental to his health.

"So when mum was diagnosed with cancer, it was a chemotherapy option for palliative care. So I lived on the cycle of chemotherapy: day 1, day 4, day 9, day 12, dah, dah ... Now through those 3 y, I definitely put on weight because I didn’t exercise, I was eating at odd hours at night because I was getting up, you know, mum had medication at two o’clock in the morning, and I would get up [and say] ‘oh, I’m hungry.’"
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participants also talked about another closely related issue of food and migration, but from the perspective of colonisation, that is, the movement of foreign food sources and its impact on the health of indigenous populations. Overwhelming new foods describe the migration of foods and the lasting impact it had on health and well-being, primarily for indigenous populations. Joann, a middle-aged Māori woman, protested against non-native foods, stating how she perceived them to be incompatible with the bodies of the indigenous population. She even debated whether the root cause of the Māori (indigenous) obesity epidemic was due to the population’s exposure to innately incompatible foreign foods. Introduction of foreign foods and its consequences for the health of indigenous populations has been a topic of interest for policymakers globally. Studies have shown these patterns to emerge out of events of colonisation, including the global food-aid programs designed to assist impoverish nations achieve food sustainability. This major process in fact aptly captured the multi-level mediators of obesity wherein exposure to unfamiliar food sources, by choice or by force, seemingly had an unfavourable impact on the participants’ health and well-being. This status quo of obesity gave rise to feelings of vulnerability for many participants outlined next.

3.3 | Feelings of vulnerability

Feelings of vulnerability as a major process describe the sense of helplessness felt by individuals living with unhealthful weight, specified further by three sub-processes: food addiction, health care dependence and mediated stigmatisation.

Food addiction describes the addictive tendencies of certain food commodities that make it harder for individuals to curtail their consumption. Participants talked about their inability to control their food-based triggers (urges) to repeatedly seek and consume foods which were inherently loaded with sugar, salt and fat. Consciously avoiding exposure to such (addictive) foods only made matters worse, at times giving rise to feelings of withdrawal symptoms, akin to painful experiences. Food addiction has become a major concern for practitioners and policymakers alike in the fight to curtail the obesity epidemic. With the ever-increasing supply of processed and energy-rich food sources globally, the impact is felt far and wide. A few of the participants also narrated how the addictive qualities of food on offer led to weight gain which became an urgent health concern that forced them into a cycle of medical dependency. Health care dependence describes how participants were forced to seek multiple lines of treatments for obesity-related health issues. These sudden changes in health status made them feel unhappy, unhealthy and acutely vulnerable. Studies have shown the link between increasing rates of obesity and associated needs of health care service provisioning for reducing resultant morbidity. No one likes to be on this descending spiral of ill health and medical dependency.

These feelings of vulnerability extended beyond the acute needs of medical assistance wherein the excess bodyweight became a vanity issue, as described by mediated stigmatisation. Mediated stigmatisation highlighted ecologically mediated stigmatisation processes that make obese individuals feel vulnerable. Tammy, a young mother of two, described her experiences with unsupportive social commentary about her weight gain which sent her self-worth into an out-of-control downward tailspin.

Personally, it’s a huge issue. I don’t feel good. The clothes don’t fit well ... So when I say that weight bothers me, it’s very personal ... It’s the society and the people and the comments that really make me go extremely unhappy ... I feel [feel] vulnerable and negative, and that basically puts me into a (downward) spiral. (Tammy, F-40)

Studies show that obesity has become a communal or societal challenge, and any resolution needs communal initiatives as well as community support. The mediated stigmatisation was not helping those in need of care and support from all sections of society. To summarise, all of the major processes discussed so far had elements of individual and ecological influences working in tandem, leading many participants to indulge in unhealthy food-related consumption choices and experience unhealthful weight gain. Findings also outlined three major processes with sub-process that contributed to these outcomes of obesity through ecological influences.

3.4 | Socio-cultural normativity

Socio-cultural normativity processes are elaborated further by three sub-processes: social cohesion, obligatory group norms and cultural consumption norms. Social cohesion describes episodes of food-related consumption practices which go beyond satisfying hunger, wherein food is used to augment social cohesion and to enhance connectedness within families. Watty, a middle-aged business consultant, described his love of food and how his tendency to overconsume was mostly related to his socialising with friends and family.

I love food, absolutely love food ... I don’t count my calories ... you know; we are going to a friend of mine’s birthday down in Hamilton on the weekend. We are going to stay with my mum. My mum makes the most amazing meals; like, I don’t even want to count my calories. It will be horrendous. (Watty, M-54)

The act of consuming food has individual, social and communal consequences, and at times the discourses go beyond the simple needs of satiation. Obligatory group norms are also connected to indulgent consumption and describes the social obligations (pressures) faced by the participants to take part in episodes of consumption, at times against their own wishes. Kamini talked about her experience of
feeling ridiculed for non-participation at a social event where drinking alcohol was a group norm.

I went to a gathering that I got invited to ... People were drinking, and although I’d stated several times, “I’m fine with Coke; I’m fine with water,” they kept pushing me, and every time they got the wine out it was like, “you don’t want any, are you sure?” ... Look at us having a great time, and you’re weird because you’re not drinking. (Kamini, F-38)

Consumption norms led by peer pressure have been a topic of interest for scholars not only within the domains of food and obesity but also within substance abuse studies as well.42,43 It was not just social norms that played a role in food-related consumption practices of the study participants. Cultural norms also did. A few of the participants talked about how they were expected to take part in culturally appropriate cooking practices and to follow set patterns of food consumption norms. Research shows individuals growing up within cultures or sub-cultures; in fact, take pride in participating in associated cultural food norms.44,45 Any attempts to question these norms can and at times does result in social disharmony, an event very many would avoid at any cost.46

### 3.5 | Pervasive food marketing

Pervasive food marketing outlines the increasing influences of food marketing and its impact on the health and well-being of communities. Data analysis revealed three sub-processes within pervasive food marketing practices: self-promotive free will, dominant market forces and sponsored consumption norms. Self-promotive free will describes how the participants found it hard to believe when free-will ideologies were used by food manufacturers to openly pursue their economic agenda, all along promoting unhealthy foods. The pervasiveness of food marketing and its consequences for health and well-being of communities has been a topic of debate, research and discussion for more than two decades.47,48 It is not only seemingly pervasive but also increasingly becoming the dominant voice within the discourses of food-related consumption practices. Methy was “amused” at how multi-billion dollar campaigns run by food corporations were winning the battle for consumers’ attention over the little-funded local campaigns that advocated healthy consumption practices.

You know, companies like the big chocolate companies and Coca-Cola have spent billions of dollars on advertising. The “5+ A Day” [government funded health promotion]—they’ve got like a million-dollar campaign or something, you know. When you look at the difference in how much money is spent on the advertising, it’s phenomenal. (Methy, F-48)

Participants’ narratives also suggested that institutionally promoted consumption discourses and ideologies were often very deviant in their motives, a feeling captured by sponsored consumption norms. A few of the participants readily pointed out how major sporting events around the world were increasingly co-sponsored by beverage companies, promoting products loaded with sugars and all kinds of alcohols, and how counterintuitive all of this was. They wondered how no one saw the disconnect between the promotion of sporting events for communal health and the promotion of sugar-laden foods by companies sponsoring events meant to uplift the health and well-being indices of the wider society. Studies have shown the roles played by product/brand endorsements and their consequences for popular culture and associated consumption norms.49,50 Pervasive food marketing and its rapid growth in recent decades and its implications for societal health and well-being did not go unnoticed by the participants in this study.

### 3.6 | Intervention setbacks

Intervention setbacks outline some of the fundamental reasons why health-promotive intervention programs did not achieve the desired outcomes for many and are elaborated further by three sub-processes: unnatural routines, paternalistic ethos and transactional relationships. Unnatural routines describe a participant’s inability to cope with a health care consultant’s recommendations of altered lifestyle and food choices. Calvin described his 8-week engagement with a nutritionist who put him on a meal-replacement therapy. Despite a supportive home environment, he walked away from the intervention.

Yeah, so they put me on a liquid replacement diet ... plus low energy vegetables that they would allow you to eat in the evening, water, and it was pretty ruthless ... So all the choice was taken away. You knew you just had to have a banana shake or a chocolate shake or a vanilla shake and that was it. (Calvin, M-60)

Consumption norms and practices are an important part of who we are as individuals.2,51 Walking away from such deep-rooted consumption habits is a difficult endeavour, an element that is perhaps not accounted for when such changes are advocated by health care practitioners.6,52 Participants questioned health care practitioners’ demeanour as well as their recommendations for altered consumption behaviours. Paternalistic ethos describes the authoritarian nature of the relationship between the nutritionists guiding the intervention programs and the participants seeking assistance. Risina, a young Māori woman, described how her nutritionist approached the whole situation from a typical Pākehā (New Zealand European) perspective and was very authoritative in her demeanour.

Oh, we’ll see, but I didn’t go back, because she kept making comments about ... but why do you eat that ... I was just like because it was what I grew up on. I didn’t feel like she had that cultural understanding ... I
don’t think she understood or handled it too well, so I didn’t go back to her. (Risina, F-26)

The power distance between the health care service providers and the client, including the outcome of the relationship quality, has been a topic of interest in many studies. Not being treated as an equal partner who could co-create the outcomes of consultation can be the sources of frustration for many. Many participants also commented on the fact that most consultants they engaged with were very transactional in their approach. A consistent concern was how once the predetermined weight loss was achieved; the consultants ceased all contact and became increasingly distanced from providing further assistance. Clearly, attempts at building enduring relationships were missing for some of the participants, and this led to early termination of consultations and consequences of little or no improvement in health status.

4 | DISCUSSION

This study explored the multi-layered challenges associated with obesity management, predominantly for individuals engaging in various types of health care intervention programs. Becoming obese underlines a raft of processes, which work simultaneously through individual- and ecological-level influences to undermine an individual’s ability to take control of their (food-related) consumption choices, as well as purposefully lead a healthy life (see Figure 1). The key is the sphere of control which could be exercised by each individual, and their ability to take remedial actions to minimise the potency of such influences acting upon them.

The current study outlined how individuals who are actively engaging with various intervention programs to remedy their (ill) health did not always get the desired outcomes. At an individual level, one of the first factors that stood out was the kinds of engagements and relationships individuals have with food, and the nature of access to those food sources. At one end of the continuum, it might be purely for the purposes of satiation of hunger, and on the other extreme, it might be for indulgence. Having the resources coupled with ready access to abundant foods on offer had a detrimental impact on health and well-being, but so did lack of resources to procure the right kind of foods (healthy vs unhealthy) and the consumption choices made thereafter. These facets of one's life have a bearing on how individuals are raised and on their relationship with food as nutrition, vs food as indulgence. All of these themes resulting from our study so far are fairly consistent with the extant literature. It must also be highlighted that this access at times may have been a result of people getting exposed to unfamiliar foods or surroundings led by international migration journeys made by them, either willingly or perhaps forcibly. Body’s exposure to foreign foods (non-native) had an impact on the growing waistline of participants, results which were fairly consistent with current literature. Another crucial and perhaps abundantly important individual factor that emerged was that of food addiction. Participants routinely talked about their inability to control excessive consumption of addictive foods as being so painful that for many of them, surrendering to the addictive urges seemed an easier way out. We found a significant support within the literature describing the link between patterns of substance abuse and food addiction studies. In fact, the discussion on food addiction is very topical in today’s times and is being looked at by many
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**Figure 1** Individual and ecological level influencers of obesity
as a possible research opportunity within the domains of obesity management. These addictive tendencies of certain foods when coupled with stressful life situations made for a perfect storm. Invariably the onus to take control, make healthy lifestyle and consumption choices is always put upon an individual (living with obesity). The routinely used proverb (in media) of “eat less and move more” seems an inherently simple and linear solution to a prodigious and non-linear problem.

During the conversations, many participants described how they had to learn to prioritise themselves and their own health over and above everything else; however, this was easier said than done. Studies talk of lack of time and its impact on health and well-being. This difficulty was further pronounced when an individual needed to manage various obligations at personal, social and professional levels which created a perfect storm of time-poor lifestyles, and depletion of the very resources one needs to look after oneself (time), culminates in the undesirable outcome of obesity. This lack of a key resource, that is time to look after oneself and its implications for obesity and well-being has support in the literature. All of these processes operational at an individual level eventuated into an out of control spiral for some of the participants who had to (unwillingly) engage with health care service provisioning to remedy their ill-health; which made them feel highly vulnerable and perhaps gave rise to feelings of entrapment.

Our findings also suggest individually mediated processes were working in tandem with ecologically mediated processes, which pronounced these feelings of entrapment for many. The lack of economic resources has a major impact on how individuals procure, process and consume foods. It does not mean they are not conscientious of the very resources one needs to look after oneself (time), culminates in the undesirable outcome of obesity. This lack of a key resource, that is time to look after oneself and its implications for obesity and well-being has support in the literature. All of these processes operational at an individual level eventuated into an out of control spiral for some of the participants who had to (unwillingly) engage with health care service provisioning to remedy their ill-health; which made them feel highly vulnerable and perhaps gave rise to feelings of entrapment.

A detailed discussion on weight management programs ensued in most of the interviews. One of the foremost concerns for the participants was how (various) weight management programs prescribed drastic, and at times, impractical changes in individual lifestyles, patterns of food consumption and behaviours. In the end, programs were perceived to be either too cumbersome or too tiring to follow through with, at which point many fell back into their old habits, resulting in further weight gain. Disengagement with weight management programs remains a concern for those offering such services. Issues were also raised about their dissatisfaction with the transactional nature of their relationships with the experts guiding them through interventional programs. For most, consultation episodes were intimate encounters that requiring them to confide in experts about issues that they would normally not even share with members of their own families. It was pointed out that the experts, however, routinely viewed these relationships as commercial engagements, where support was only available through sessions that were contractually binding and incurred fees. This transactional nature did not bode well with many. A routinely cited theme within the relationship management literature. Our study clearly demonstrates managing one’s consumption choices and related health outcomes through the concomitantly acting influences is not an easy feat to achieve.

We suggest the time has come to conceive and offer a multi-layered solution to the obesity challenge. Based on the overall discussion, it is evident that not all of the complexities associated with weight gain could be resolved within the gambit of an individual consultant offering their services. Perhaps a team-based approach is needed wherein a team of professionals look after each individual needing assistance and design genuine wrap-around episodes of service provisioning.

5 | CONCLUSION

This study can and should be treated as a precursor to revisit and perhaps reconceive the current deployment(s) of interventional
programs/strategies and its related outcomes. We would like to propose a more inclusive and possibly a comprehensive and holistic service design for future. At this juncture, we would like to offer a step-by-step guide to those wishing to take this new approach to interventional programs/strategies.

1. The first step would have to be building a team of like-minded and multi-skilled professionals who can offer multi-layered support provisioning to obese individuals needing assistance.

2. When meeting with potential clients for the first time, as part of the briefing session, perhaps identify some of their practice realities, that is individually and ecologically acting processes as narrated by them during the interview.

3. As part of the consultation process, explore these individually and ecologically acting processes a bit further for each individual seeking help.

4. Communicate the possible complexities associated with the clients’ weight-gain history, and suggest solutions that could be offered by you, as well as other potential consultants within your professional network.

5. Insist the client meets with your team of professionals and understands that seeking assistance for resolving multitudes of issues that lead to obesity is the best way forward.
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